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First, let’s do some mathematics!

What Is This?
 A 10×10 square, sometimes called a

“flat” when using base-ten blocks.
 When the 10×10 square is taken to
be a whole, each small square
1
represents 100
.
 Shade a “hundredths grid” to show
each of the given fractions.
(a) 3/20 (b) 1/8 (c) 1/6 (d) 7/12
 Then use your shading to determine
a decimal equivalent for each
fraction.

Now let’s see some of your solutions!

Background
 This task was first designed for a group of fifth graders in a gifted

program.
 They had already used hundredths grids for representing “easier”
fractions, such as
 2/5

3/4

7/10

43/100

What Was the Mathematical Goal of This Task?
 Goal A: To get the right answers:
(a) 3/20 = 0.15 (b) 1/8 = 0.125
(c) 1/6 = 0.1666…
 Goal B: To be able to convert fractions to decimals.

(d) 7/12 = 0.5833…

 Goal C: To use the meaning of fractions and place value understanding to

explain the decimal equivalents of fractions.

 Note that Goal C is specific to the task, whereas Goal B is general.
 But neither Goal C nor Goal B are standards in the CCSS.
 Does that imply we shouldn’t use this task?

Targeted Standards (primary)
 5.NBT.7. Add, subtract, multiply, and divide decimals to hundredths, using

concrete models or drawings and strategies based on place value, properties of
operations, and/or the relationship between addition and subtraction; relate the
strategy to a written method and explain the reasoning used.
 5.NBT.1. Recognize that in a multi-digit number, a digit in one place represents

10 times as much as it represents in the place to its right and 1/10 of what it
represents in the place to its left.
 MP.1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
 MP.3. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.

Targeted Standards (secondary)
 5.NBT.2. Explain patterns in the number of zeros of the product when multiplying a

number by powers of 10, and explain patterns in the placement of the decimal point
when a decimal is multiplied or divided by a power of 10. Use whole-number exponents
to denote powers of 10.
 5.NBT.3. Read, write, and compare decimals to thousandths.
 a. Read and write decimals to thousandths using base-ten numerals, number names, and

expanded form, e.g., 347.392 = 3 × 100 + 4 × 10 + 7 × 1 + 3 × (1/10) + 9 × (1/100) + 2 × (1/1000).
 b. Compare two decimals to thousandths based on meanings of the digits in each place,

using >, =, and < symbols to record the results of comparisons.

 5.NBT. Use place value understanding to round decimals to any place.

Previous Standards (fractions)
 3.NF.1. Understand a fraction 1/b as the quantity formed by 1 part when a whole

is partitioned into b equal parts; understand a fraction a/b as the quantity
formed by a parts of size 1/b.
 3.NF.3. Explain equivalence of fractions in special cases, and compare fractions

by reasoning about their size.
 b. Recognize and generate simple equivalent fractions, e.g., 1/2 = 2/4, 4/6 = 2/3.

Explain why the fractions are equivalent, e.g., by using a visual fraction model.

 3.G.2. Partition shapes into parts with equal areas. Express the area of each part

as a unit fraction of the whole. For example, partition a shape into 4 parts with
equal area, and describe the area of each part as 1/4 of the area of the shape.

Previous Standards (division)
Represent and solve problems involving multiplication and division.
 3.OA.2. Interpret whole-number quotients of whole numbers, e.g., interpret 56 ÷ 8 as the
number of objects in each share when 56 objects are partitioned equally into 8 shares, or as a
number of shares when 56 objects are partitioned into equal shares of 8 objects each. For
example, describe a context in which a number of shares or a number of groups can be expressed
as 56 ÷ 8.
 3.OA.3. Use multiplication and division within 100 to solve word problems in situations
involving equal groups, arrays, and measurement quantities, e.g., by using drawings and
equations with a symbol for the unknown number to represent the problem.
Understand properties of multiplication and the relationship between multiplication and
division.
 [Properties of operations (e.g., distributive property)]
Multiply and divide within 100.

Previous Standards (decimals)
 4.NF.1. Explain why a fraction a/b is equivalent to a fraction (n × a)/(n × b) by

using visual fraction models, with attention to how the number and size of the
parts differ even though the two fractions themselves are the same size. Use this
principle to recognize and generate equivalent fractions.
 4.NF.5. Express a fraction with denominator 10 as an equivalent fraction with
denominator 100, and use this technique to add two fractions with respective
denominators 10 and 100. For example, express 3/10 as 30/100, and add 3/10 +
4/100 = 34/100.
 4.NF.6. Use decimal notation for fractions with denominators 10 or 100. For
example, rewrite 0.62 as 62/100; describe a length as 0.62 meters; locate 0.62 on a
number line diagram.

Later Standards
 7.NS.2.d. Convert a rational number to a decimal using long division; know that

the decimal form of a rational number terminates in 0s or eventually repeats.
 7.NS.3. Solve real-world and mathematical problems involving the four

operations with rational numbers. (Footnote: Computations with rational
numbers extend the rules for manipulating fractions to complex fractions.)
 8.NS.1. Know that numbers that are not rational are called irrational.
Understand informally that every number has a decimal expansion; for rational
numbers show that the decimal expansion repeats eventually, and convert a
decimal expansion which repeats eventually into a rational number.

What Makes This a Worthwhile Task?
 Task targets important mathematics (fractions and decimals) and the

underlying ideas

 Connects to many standards (not just one)

 Task requires high-level thinking
 Rather than merely recall or use of practiced procedures
 Task has multiple solution paths
 Students may “author” their own solutions
 Task has multiple routes of access
 Students from widely diverse backgrounds can get started

How Was This Lesson Structured?
 Launch: Teacher introduces the problem, including
 How students are to work on it (e.g., in pairs)
 What tools are available
 What products they are to produce
 Explore
 Students solve the problem in ways that make sense to them
 Teacher provides support where it is needed
 Discuss and Summarize: Students present their solutions
 Teacher facilitates discussion of solutions
 Teacher draws out the key mathematical ideas

What Instructional Moves Were Employed?
 Anticipating students’ solutions to the task
 Monitoring students’ in-class, real-time work on the task
 Selecting approaches and students to share them
 Sequencing students’ presentations purposefully
 Connecting students approaches and the underlying mathematics

Numerical Division Strategy
 Divide 100 by the denominator to determine how many hundredths are in

each piece
 Repeat (numerator)

Pictorial Division Strategy
 Divide the grid by the denominator in chunks, typically driven by place

value

Ratio Strategy
 Organize the grid into pieces that are the size of denominator (in

hundredths)
 In each piece, shade according to numerator
 Note: Uses division as measurement

Cutting Strategy
 Cut the whole into pieces of equal size (denominator)
 Shade the required number of pieces (numerator)

Homework
 Read the introduction and chapters 1 and 2 from Smith and Stein
 As you read, take notes on how you saw me engage in each of the
instructional moves
 These slides will be available in the Presentations section of

http://bradfindell.com
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What Instructional Moves Were Employed?
 Anticipating students’ solutions to the task
 Monitoring students’ in-class, real-time work on the task
 Selecting approaches and students to share them
 Sequencing students’ presentations purposefully
 Connecting students approaches and the underlying mathematics
 At your tables, discuss what you noticed about these instructional moves,

based on our work yesterday or what you realized from the reading
 Identify key insights (e.g., “aha” moments) or questions

Getting Ready to Try These Ideas
 Because you will not have an opportunity today to enact a lesson, we will

focus on what can be done during planning:
 Identifying strategies and relevant questions
 Identifying errors and responsive questions
 Creating a monitoring sheet

 Task choice/design, goal setting, and anticipating set the stage for the rest
 A few comments about these steps…

Numerical Division Strategy
 Divide 100 by the denominator to determine how many hundredths are in

each piece
 Repeat (numerator)

Pictorial Division Strategy
 Divide the grid by the denominator in chunks, typically driven by place

value

Ratio Strategy
 Organize the grid into pieces that are the size of denominator (in

hundredths)
 In each piece, shade according to numerator
 Note: Uses division as measurement

Cutting Strategy
 Cut the whole into pieces of equal size (denominator)
 Shade the required number of pieces (numerator)

Monitoring Sheet
Strategy
Numerical Division
Pictorial Division
Ratio
Cutting
Other

Who and What

Note the sequencing
that is built in
Order

Anticipating Questions
 Numerical division: How can you use the picture to show that the fraction

is 1/8?
 Difficulty reasoning with partial hundredths: If you combine these parts,
how many hundredths would that be?
 Difficulty getting started: What does 1/8 mean?

 Note that these questions are driven by the goal:
 To use the meaning of fractions and place value understanding to explain the
decimal equivalents of fractions

Making Productive Use of Errors
 Errors provide evidence of thinking
 Errors are a natural part of learning
 During monitoring, some errors can be addressed immediately
 This is both formative assessment and the intervention
 Some errors warrant whole-class discussion
 Some errors are better avoided by modifying the task
 How do you decide which errors are which?

Your Work Today
 Focus on task choice/design, goal setting, and anticipating
 These features of planning are often intertwined
 Tasks can be “resized” and reframed for different goals with different students
 Tasks always morph as they are enacted in classrooms
 So part of task design is envisioning how it will be enacted
 The point for today: making deliberate and explicit decisions in planning to set

the stage for productive monitoring, selecting, sequencing, and connecting
 To support “skilled improvisation”
 To maintain the “cognitive demand” of the task and keep your eye on the goal

The Challenge of Lesson Goals
 Writing clear and useful lesson goals is hard and unfamiliar work that

requires

 Thorough understanding of the relevant mathematics
 Awareness of the mathematical development of the ideas
 Knowledge of the learning difficulties students typically experience

 Lesson goals are different from standards—though they should connect to

standards

 Many standards develop over weeks or months
 A lesson goal should be a reasonable target for a single lesson


… not that your students will achieve 100% mastery …

Suggestions about Goals
 Identify one lesson goal as primary
 Subsidiary goals are fine, but imagine them in the background
 Make the primary lesson goal concise, to support on-the-fly decision making
 For selecting, sequencing, and connecting
 Lesson goals should target key ways of thinking about important grade-level

mathematics

 Use grade-level standards and “critical areas of focus” to guide your thinking

 Lesson goals should target the central mathematical “challenge” of the task
 Evident in all viable solution strategies—and necessary for efficient solution
 Lesson goals might serve as “essential questions” (a la Backwards Design)
 But be careful about giving away the central mathematical challenge
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Comments Up Front
 Kudos to all of you for being out in front on this important work
 The engagement is phenomenal
 The learning and sharing is evident
 The collaborative atmosphere is contagious
 Kudos to your facilitators for stepping up to help guide the work
 They provide considerable expertise, commitment, and leadership
 And they are a great team!
 Kudos Chris Avila and the Idaho Department of Education for providing these

opportunities

 This is the right work: Supporting teachers working together to improve teaching

and learning

Suggestions about Goals (recap)
 Identify one lesson goal as primary
 Subsidiary goals are fine, but imagine them in the background
 Make the primary lesson goal concise, to support on-the-fly decision making
 For selecting, sequencing, and connecting
 Lesson goals should target key ways of thinking about important grade-level

mathematics

 Use grade-level standards and “critical areas of focus” to guide your thinking

 Lesson goals should target the central mathematical “challenge” of the task
 Evident in all viable solution strategies—and necessary for efficient solution
 Lesson goals might serve as “essential questions” (a la Backwards Design)
 But be careful about giving away the central mathematical challenge

The Challenge of Lesson Goals (recap)
 Writing clear and useful lesson goals is hard and unfamiliar work that

requires

 Thorough understanding of the relevant mathematics
 Awareness of the mathematical development of the ideas
 Knowledge of the learning difficulties students typically experience

 Lesson goals are different from standards—though they should connect to

standards

 Many standards develop over weeks or months
 A lesson goal should be a reasonable target for a single lesson


… not that your students will achieve 100% mastery …

More About Goals
 Sample goal:
 Use understanding of multiplication and division and compatible numbers to
estimate the quotient in an equation
 Your goals will improve as you get better at anticipating
 Think of goal writing as an iterative process
 Tasks can be “resized” and reframed to support different goals
 The point for today: making deliberate and explicit decisions in planning

to set the stage for productive monitoring, selecting, sequencing, and
connecting
 To support “skilled improvisation”

 To maintain the “cognitive demand” of the task and keep your eye on the goal

Closing Thoughts
 I hope you all see the promise of these instructional moves for
 Orchestrating productive mathematics discussions that
 Make student thinking visible and
 Improve learning
 You can do this!
 Many of you are already doing some of this
 We can all improve our practice
 So support each other—work together!

 Slides will be available at http://bradfindell.com

